
Unlock the value 
of superior data

The future of your industrial data 
value chain is at your fingertips. 
Powered by AI machine learning, 
you can validate operational data 
at scale to improve data 
accuracy, security, and value, 
allowing for smarter business 
decisions based on real-time, 
trusted, superior data.
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Cost of Poor 
Data Quality



Asset downtime 
directly due to 

sensor data issues

10+%

Amount operator 
error contributed 
to plant failures

42%

Annual cost of 
unscheduled 

downtime

$42M

% underreporting 
of GHG emissions, 

leading to fines

23.5%
Unrealized value from 
analytics, optimization, 

& predictive models

$300M

Cost of incidents 
caused by 

operator error

$80M

We Currently 
Measure Poor 
Data…

By its Impact…
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Poor data quality costs the average 
company 15+% of revenue

90% of industrial data was generated in past 2 years

95+% of operational data not leveraged

20% of sensor data estimated to be unreliable

Data volume will double in 3 years; triple in 5 years

Is the Underlying Data ‘Good 
Enough’?

But Perhaps We 
Should Instead 
Look at the Data, 
and ask…
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In the U.S., $3.1T+ is lost annually 
due to poor data quality.

This is expected to balloon to an 
estimated $24T+ globally in 5 years.
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For the last 30 years, the strategy for approaching data integrity has been:
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FAILURE Reactive

Case 
by case

Configuration 
based

Department
driven

Limited 
scope

Lots of 
false 
positives

• Reactive to an internal issue

• Executed as an IT project and/or deployed 
as a tool for a specific case

• Based on narrow configuration

• Driven by a specific department or team

• Narrow in scope, hence why it’s a tool

Even if you’re lucky enough to complete the 
project/tool on time and budget, it typically 
results in numerous false positives, as it is not 
rigorous enough to find all types of anomalies 
in every scenario.

Why are Data Integrity Issues so Difficult to Solve?
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Why are Data Integrity Issues so Difficult to Solve?

An effective data integrity solution needs to be software that is…

Proactive

Enterprise 
scalable

Infrastructure 
layer

Business 
driven

Automatic 
anomaly 
detection

Accurate 
data every 
time

SUCCESS• Proactively solving this issue across OT/IT

• Executed across multiple sites or enterprise

• Part of the IT infrastructure layer of an 
organization

• Driven by business or enterprise

• Automatically detecting anomalies at scale

With zero manual configuration, APERIO can 
be up and running across the organization in 
hours. With AI machine learning, it is rigorous 
enough to produce accurate data every time 
while keeping false positives close to zero.
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Data 
Source

Because it is the necessary software layer 
between the source of the data—
historians, data lakes, SCADA systems—
and the applications of that same data—
visualization, analytics, optimization, 
predictive maintenance—Data Integrity 
is foundational to every application in the 
digital transformation journey.

Without accurate, trusted data, any 
function that uses this data—from the 
control room to the board room—is 
worthless and any operational or business 
decisions based on this data is unreliable.

Why Must Data Integrity Issues be Solved?
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Value of Superior
Data Integrity
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uptime by making better decisions faster and 
eliminate the time spent cleaning data. With 
continuous monitoring, you can schedule 
maintenance based on condition, not time.

Enhance visibility across the enterprise. Equip 
your workers to trust the data they access with 
the confidence needed for effective decision 
making. Improve operational efficiency, 
productivity, and HS&E performance in real time.
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Validate data in real time to ensure sensor data is 
reliable across enterprise. Monitor sensor 
reliability & health, dramatically improving data 
quality. Measured by each sensor’s Data Quality 
Index, quickly identify those at less than 100%.B
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An effective Data Integrity solution is 
much more than just eliminating poor 
data quality issues. It must achieve all 
three:

Software that validates operational data at scale to improve accuracy, security, and value, and then, making data-
driven decisions based on this real-time, trusted, Superior Data is achieved by . Here’s its value…
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Monitor asset health 
in real time

PROBLEM: Every application of 
data in a facility requires validated, 
reliable, clean sensor data. It 
dictates asset health and trust in 
the observed behavior. More than 
10% of asset downtime is due to 
bad sensor data.

12



SOLUTION: Superior Data for Asset Health

APERIO can monitor 
sensor reliability and 
health, dramatically 
improving data quality 
and reducing data issues 
& losses. Build asset 
performance manage-
ment strategies to 
further reduce downtime 
risk.

Regulatory Compliance

APERIO ensures you’re always in compliance:

• Greater confidence in decision making

• Increased efficiency and safety

• Higher uptime with less variability 

Asset Reliability

APERIO can monitor asset health, in real time:

• Earlier identification of asset failure

• Increase return on your assets by managing risk 

• Move from time series to condition based maintenance

Continuous Monitoring

APERIO can monitor assets, onsite or remotely to:

• Meet safety and regulatory specs without regularly-
scheduled physical inspections; i.e., pressure testing

• Improve operational and maintenance efficiencies

ASSET 
HEALTH
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Protect mission 
critical infrastructure

PROBLEM: The security and 
resilience of a company’s 
operational data are paramount. 
The average cyber attack cost 
$8.6M in 2020.  Attacks on IoT 
devices alone soared by 300% YOY. 
Data, in all its forms, warrants 
protecting.
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SOLUTION: Superior Data for Data Security

Operational Resilience

APERIO promotes operational resilience via:

• Access trusted data whenever wherever

• Deploy real-time data visibility 

• Safeguard data inside the plant, beyond the firewall

Data Protection

APERIO detects threats made to data, in real time:

• Safeguard mission-critical infrastructure

• Identify replay attacks, synthetic or correlated signals

• Maximize uptime & production

Unified IT-OT Solution

APERIO delivers a single solution across OT-IT:

• Easily deploy sitewide on cloud, on-prem, or hybrid

• Monitor 100Ks of sensors of real time data streams

• Protect, detect, monitor, and validate data all in one

DATA 
SECURITY

As attacks on operational 
data continue to rise, 
APERIO can safeguard 
plant infrastructure in 
real time. APERIO can 
keep your validated data 
secure, accessible, and 
actionable; guaranteeing 
operational resilience 
across the enterprise.
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Empower your 
workforce

PROBLEM: 42% of unscheduled 
downtime can be directly 
attributed to operator error; that’s 
more than those caused by design 
errors, process upsets, or 
mechanical failures.
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SOLUTION: Superior Data for Workforce Enablement

Safety Assurance & Regulatory Compliance

APERIO enables operational compliance:

• Greater confidence in decision making

• Act faster, even under pressure

• Fewer equipment failures & safety incidents

Data-driven Decision Making 

APERIO increases the confidence in operational data:

• Increased productivity and efficiency

• Improved collaboration and competency in people

• Higher consistency and confidence in processes

Knowledge Transfer

APERIO helps inexperienced workers up to speed:

• Use ML to see subtle changes in data without rules

• Easy tool to deploy and scale; no IT skills required

• Identify & apply best practices 

WORKFORCE 
ENABLEMENT

APERIO provides reliable 
data for operators to 
make the best decisions 
for every operating 
scenario. Built with 
validated data, workers 
can use mobile apps like 
visualization, digital 
operator rounds, and 
AR/VR to further enable 
teams.
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Make the world 
sustainable

PROBLEM: Many companies are on 
an energy transition to meet 
ambitious Net Zero goals. Still, GHG 
emissions are under-reported by 
23.5%. Companies require accurate 
data to demonstrate 
environmental transparency to 
stakeholders.
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SOLUTION: Superior Data for Sustainability

Emissions & Energy Monitoring

APERIO’s validated data for optimization:

• Optimize operating conditions costs, yield

• Reduce energy usage & emissions

• Improve operational efficiency and OEE

Transparency

APERIO enables accurate reporting in pursuit of SGDs:

• Enhance visibility of metrics across enterprise

• Improve brand reputation & meet stakeholder needs 

• Increase efficiencies in data aggregation 

Custom AI Tools

APERIO’s validated data for custom AI tools that:

• Analyze data, apply statistics, & generate insights

• Apply autonomy to the data model

• Establish models that emulate human cognition

SUSTAINABILITY

APERIO can validate data 
for easy, standardized 
reporting of sustainability 
metrics across the 
enterprise, without the 
need to manually clean 
data. Build AI custom 
models, on this data to 
dramatically improve 
energy, emissions, 
efficiencies, etc.
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PROBLEM: Accurate data is 
required for use in advanced 
models—analytics, predictive 
maintenance, optimization, and 
custom AI tools. But instead of 
building these value-added 
models, data scientists spend 
80% of their time cleaning data.

Drive additional 
value from models



SOLUTION: Superior Data for Digital Transformation

APERIO validates data for 
use in every aspect of 
your digital transform-
ation journey. Its 
unmatched accuracy and 
capability to monitor 
100Ks of real time data 
streams guarantees 
success of your Industry 
4.0 project. 
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Process Optimization

APERIO enables operational compliance:

• Greater confidence in decision making

• Act faster, even under pressure

• Fewer equipment failures & safety incidents

Predictive Maintenance 

APERIO’s validated data is basis for predictive models:

• Monitor and track asset performance online

• Improve reliability by improving prediction accuracy

• Minimize unplanned downtime

Custom AI Tools

APERIO’s validated data for custom AI tools that:

• Analyze data, apply statistics, & generate insights

• Apply autonomy to the data model

• Establish models that emulate human cognition

DIGITAL 
TRANSFORMATION
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APERIO 
DataWise



1. Easy to deploy at scale

2. Cloud first, with on premise, hybrid options

3. Zero configuration: ready for use in hours

4. Connect to any, and/or multiple, data source(s)

5. Agnostic to sensor or equipment type

6. Capability to continuously monitor sensors with simul-
taneous connection to 100+K real time data streams

7. Must measure Data Quality in real time, with 
capabilities to monitor over time

8. Comprehensive unsupervised AI algorithms to auto-
detect and resolve anomalies in real-time

9. Accurate and relevant alerts, limiting false positives

10. Integrate data/results into existing interfaces and/or 
dashboards, with role-based visibilityTo
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A standard measure to quantify integrity, APERIO’s Data Quality Index measures, 
visualizes, and improves the accuracy of your operational data through enterprise 
monitoring of critical infrastructure. DQI ensures data is:

APERIO DataWise ensures data 
reliability by calculating each 

sensor’s DQI in real time. 

✓ Accurate: Data correctly describes the real world 
asset or event

✓ Consistent: Data holds the same value & format 
across all data sets

✓ Complete: All occurrences of the sensor data are 
populated

✓ Valid: All data conforms to allowed values & format

✓ Integral: All data obeys to defined data relationship 
rules 

✓ Timely: Operational data is delivered in real time
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How are you measuring your data’s quality?
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A Premier Cloud-based Always-on Data Integrity Platform

Rapid Cloud Deployment & Integration

Supports internal 
data security and 
privacy policies;  

ensures compliance 
with industry 

security regulations

Cloud first 
deployment; 
works with all 
public cloud 

vendors: AWS, 
Azure, Google,..

Out-of-band 
installation is 

compatible with 
existing ICS 

infrastructure

Automatically 
configured 

rules for sensor 
anomalies

Integrate results into 
existing media (SIEM, 

SCADA CR, HMI 
systems, Grafana 
interfaces) or use 

APERIO dashboard

Superior Technical Base

Measures 
data quality 

improvement 
over time via 

the Data 
Quality Index

Unsupervised AI 
machine learning 
engines continu-

ously validate data 
to ensure the 

highest quality 

Real time alert 
indicates prob-
lematic input & 
root cause of 

anomaly via the 
Channels Explorer

Contextual alerts 
guide operators to 

the affected 
anomaly and 

proper corrective 
actions

One system 
addressing 

both OT and IT 
anomalies, in 

real-time

Powerful & Flexible Solution

Extremely low 
rate of false 

positives, due to 
its advanced 

state-awareness 
capabilities

Interactive inter-
face to manage 
root cause anal-
ysis of detected 
events quickly 
and accurately

Proven Scalability + Flexibility

Easy to deploy 
at scale with 

zero con-
figuration; 

ready in hours

Protocol-
agnostic, 

supporting any 
OT sensor / IoT 
device vendor

Data source-agnostic: 
supports historians, 

SCADA systems, data 
lakes, etc.; connects in 
‘read-only’ mode, but 
with write capabilities

No limit on # 
sensors; easily 

scalable 
beyond 100K 
real-time data 

streams
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IIoT sensors generate signals 
that respond to physical 
laws. APERIO translates 
these signals into 
mathematical and data 
models. APERIO then learns 
the fingerprint of every 
individual sensor and 
creates groups of correlated 
signals. APERIO identifies 
when events on individual 
sensors occur and/or if 
correlations between 
sensors change, while 
minimizing false positives. 
APERIO then establishes 
where anomalies occur and 
what actions to take.
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* Integrity Engines Retrain Every Few Weeks

 Evaluate Each Sensor with Applicable Integrity Engine in Real Time

 Re-evaluate & Validate Fingerprint

 Validate Multivariate Models - Establish Active Fingerprint 

 Evaluate 
Sensor Signal

Data

H

 Form Multi-
variate Model

(Fingerprint)  

Alert

APERIO Anomaly 
Detection Engines

 Data Quality Index (DQI) < Threshold + Alert on Anomalies
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Historic Replay: Recognize replay attacks; where a 
section from a sensor’s history is broadcasted as live 
stream

Synthetic Signal: Discover Synthetic Signal Injection, 
the noise generated by simulation and that appears 
reliable

Out of Range: Find extreme values relative to the 
history to identify signs of potential damage to the 
client’s equipment

Bad Data: Discover abnormal error concentrations for 
a channel, per the PI server definition of questionable 
value

Noise Changes: Identify noise changes relative to its 
history. Focuses on the energy of the signal noise.

Abrupt Changes: Identify abnormal discontinuity or an 
abrupt change in a sensor’s signal, relative to history

Flat Line: Identify a constant signal for an abnormal 
duration, relative to the history

Spikes: Identify abnormally extreme values in short 
sequences

Value Structure: Identify a different structure of the 
value, such as change from integer to decimal, etc. 

No Data: Identify missing data samples; indicating 
either sample rate changes or connection loss

Binary: Identify when a switch changes state Periodic: Identify when a switch goes out of the 
learned pattern of operation

Sync Loss: Lack of streaming, synchronization and 
data availability between different nodes in a system

Correlated Signals: Changes in multi channels correl-
ation over time, per its history, i.e., due to sensor drift

Drift: Monitor the differential between dual sensors 
to detect when they drift by a set amount

State Change: Identify when a switch changes state in 
multichannel sensors

2
5

0 1

1 0

Operational and process anomalies Cyber threat anomalies Multi sensor engine
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In the interactive Channel 
Explorer, view individual sensor 
data: Data Quality Index (DQI), 
Signal plot, and Alerts with 
color coding for anomaly type.

In the top Dashboard view, see 
events timeline and heatmap, 
events and alerts per engine, 
and average duration for alerts 
per engine, for select channels 
at a given site.
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From within the same view, 
select and zoom in on a 
specific time range to 
closer examine the data.

Within the same Channel 
Explorer, drill down to the 
events and alerts on a specific 
sensor over time, with color 
coding per anomaly type.  
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Customer 
Success



Global Power Gen Company

Challenge
Significant tracking & reporting 
issues of sustainability initiatives 
due to poor quality data

Benefits
Eliminated data troubleshooting 
and enabled seamless reporting 
to authorities

Savings > €0.5M in related 
sustainability costs within the 
first year of deployment

Top 20 Chemicals Company

Challenge
Experiencing unplanned 
outages due to sensor issues, 
thus reducing its OEE

Benefits
Improve OEE to save up to 
$60M/yr by reducing risk of 
unplanned outages 

Leverage validated data in its 
predictive maintenance and 
advanced analytics tools

European Refining Company

Challenge

Energy efficiency tracking tool 
not yielding actionable output 
due to data integrity issues; 
engineers spend 10-20 hours/ 
week doing manual tasks

Benefits

Eliminated all data trouble-
shooting required for operating 
the energy efficiency system
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Global TSO Company

Challenge

Conducting unnecessary 
maintenance inspections of 
assets from false alarms in the 
control room

Benefits

Eliminated 90% of unnecessary 
maintenance inspections via a 
fast and certain workflow to 
conclude false positives before 
an asset was inspected

APAC Power Generation Co.

Challenge
Digital initiatives failed to create 
value due to poor data integrity

Inhouse anomaly detection 
tools were incapable at scale 
and within cost

Benefits
Eliminated 50% of asset 
modeling data runs that were 
bad; and the need for time-
consuming data troubleshooting 

European Energy Company

Challenge

Identify data threats on critical 
infrastructure in 197 channels 
with < 200K tags per channel

Benefits

Of 9 tests, 8 successfully detect-
ed threat (exception on a small 
500-data-point sample size)

Identified issues not in the 
original scope; no false alarms
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Next Steps



300%

Increase 
in IoT 
device 
attacks

42%

Downtime due 
to operator 

error

>10%

Asset downtime 
due to sensor 

data issues

23.5%

% under-
reporting 
of GHG 

emissions

20+%

Loss by using bad data in advanced models

15 – 25%

Revenue loss due to poor data

80%

Time data 
scientists spend 

cleaning data

Data 
Source

$9M

Avoided 
loss per 

data 
breach

$80M

Savings from 
no incidents 

of error

$25M

Avoided 
cost of 

HS&E non-
compliance

$47M

Savings 
from less 
downtime

$300M+

Value added by models based on reliable data

$245M+

Captured loss due to poor data quality

Data 
Source

Turning the Cost of Poor Data into Superior Value by APERIO
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Book a Demo today!
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Superior Data


